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Abstract 

CFD analyses are playing an increasingiy imporiant roie in identifying and 
characterizing flow induced instabiiities in rocket engine test faeiiities siid iiight systeins. :n 
this paper, we analyze instability mechanisms that range from turbulent pressure 
finctuations due to vortex shedding in structurally complex valve systems to flow resonance 
in plug cavities to large scale pressure fluctuations due to collapse of cavitation induced 
vapor clouds. Furthermore, we discuss simulations of transient behavior related t o  valve 
motion that can serve as guidelines for valve scheduling. Such predictions of valve response 
to varying flow conditions is of crucial importance to engine operation and testing. 

I. lntroduction 

ocket engine and component testing facilities usually have a network of control elements such as cavitating 
.4ent.. " R d.,, orifices, and control values that provide test engineers with the flexibi!ity of exerting control in 
terms of mass flow rates and pressures in the system. lntroduction of such control elements in the test loop, 

however, introduces complexity in the flow path with the potential of flow induced instabilities due to vortex 
shedding, cavitation, turbulence and large scale flow separation. Such flow phenomena are usually accompanied by 
pressure fluctuations that can interact with test system components as well as test articles such as pumps and 
combustors. Alternately, the pressure fluctuations can excite certain structural modes and lead to system wide 
resonance, thereby compromising the safety of the test stands and leading to premature shutdown of tests. 
Furthermore, substantial thermal effects can couple with instability modes (such as seen with cavitation) when 
operating in cryogenic regimes that is typical for rocket engine testing. 

From an analysis perspective, the instability mechanisms seen in testing facilities can be classified into three 
distinct classes: (a) hydrodynamiclfluid dynamic instabilities' that are predominantly attributed to fundamental flow 
physical mechanisms such as vortex shedding, turbulence, etc. largely associated with complex structural 
configurations such as valve housing, plug shapes, manifolds and bends in the piping system. (b) flow transients 
associated with valve timing and valve scheduling '. Such transients can play an important role especially during 
startup\shntdown and valve response can be critical for safe and reliable operation. Furthermore, estimation of flow 
response to valve timing can provide tremendous savings by reducing test runs needed to characterize the system. 
(c) multi-phase instabilities such as cavitation related instability mechanisms3 that become especially important with 
cryogenic working fluids due to reduced liquid to vapor density ratios and strong evaporative cooling effects 
resulting in local temperature fluctuations that can couple with the primary cavitation instability. 

Computational simulations can play an integral role in supporting testing and developmental activities by 
identifying and characterizing the above-mentioned instabilities. However, the diversity of flow regimes and the 
types of instabilities that can range from turbulent pressure fluctuations due to vortex shedding from bends and 
elbows to dynamic events due to valve scheduling, to large scale pressure fluctuations due to collapse of vapor 
cavities in venturis, place very stringent requirements on any computational framework. For example, the 
identification of dominant frequencies associated with flow instabilities in such systems requires high order 
numerics, advanced turbulence modeling capabilities, sophisticated grid topologies to resolve local physics in 
complex geometries, embedded models for unsteady cavitation, capture thermal effects in cryogenic fluids, and 
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